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	Take your JavaScript knowledge as far as it can go


	JavaScript has grown up, and it's a hot topic. Newer and fasterJavaScript VMs and frameworks built upon them have increased thepopularity of JavaScript for server-side web applications, and richJS applications are being developed for mobile devices. This bookdelivers a compelling tutorial, showing you how to build areal-world app from the ground up. Experienced developers who wantto master the latest techniques and redefine their skills will findthis deep dive into JavaScript's hidden functionalities gives themthe tools to create truly amazing and complex applications.

	
		JavaScript has evolved into much more than simple client-sidescripting; this book delves into advanced topics not generallyfound in other more intermediate JS development books
	
		Expert author delivers an in-depth tutorial showing how tobuild a real-world app that is loosely coupled, with each componentbuilt to exist separately
	
		Explores how to build a backbone app, the importance ofJavaScript templates, Node.js and MongoDB, 3D Canvas using WebGL /Three.js, how to convert a desktop app into a dedicated mobile app,and much more
	
		Ideal for experienced developers with a deep knowledge ofJavaScript as well as online developers with strong graphic designskills who are experienced in HTML/CSS and want to develop theirfront-end skills



	JavaScript Programming: Pushing the Limits will arm youwith the skills to create killer apps for the 21st Century.
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Linux Network Administrator's Guide, 3rd EditionO'Reilly, 2005
The Linux Network Administrator's  Guide, Third Edition updates a classic Linux title from O'Reilly. This  refreshed resource takes an in-depth look at everything you need to know to join  a network. Topics covered include all of the essential networking software that  comes with the Linux...
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PC Disaster and RecoverySybex, 2003
Has disaster struck? If you’re reading this, something very bad may have  already happened to your PC. Or maybe you’re wisely looking ahead to any of  several what-if scenarios. Either way, PC Disaster and Recovery is the  book you need to recover from today’s disaster and not lose sleep over the ones  that lie around...
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Emotionales Interaktionsdesign: Gesten und Mimik interaktiver Systeme (X.media.press) (German Edition)Springer, 2011

	Multitouch-Interfaces und instrumentengestützte Eingabetechniken bestimmen inzwischen den Umgang mit digitalen Geräten. Interaktion zwischen Mensch und Technik wird in dem Buch als ein Wechselspiel von Gesten und Mimik betrachtet – auch seitens des Systems. Der Autor hat Sequenz- und Interaktionsdiagramme entwickelt, anhand...
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Argumentation Methods for Artificial Intelligence in LawSpringer, 2005
"In this book, Walton presents his perspective on argumentation methods for artificial intelligence and law. … the different tools are combined in a way that makes them potentially useful for understanding legal reasoning. … this book offers a valuable perspective on the current state and future research directions of...
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Business Analysis: Microsoft Excel 2010 (MrExcel Library)Que, 2010

	USE EXCEL 2010 TO GAIN DEEPER INSIGHTS, MAKE SMARTER DECISIONS, AND EARN MORE PROFITS


	 


	Using real-world examples, Carlberg helps you put Excel’s features and functions to work and get the power of quantitative analysis behind your management...
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The Great Telecom MeltdownArtech House Publishers, 2005
The economic boom of the late 1990s included huge investments in the telecommunications
industry and related sectors. It was followed by a downturn of
unusual severity, which reduced total paper wealth by trillions of dollars, cost
many thousands of jobs, and saw some of the biggest bankruptcies in history.
While there certainly...
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